
steady-state exercise has ceased, changes have to occur to ensure a return back to

normal resting physiology. Ultimately each cf the cardiovascular variables (CO, BP and

TPR) must return to normal resting levels. Recovery is not an immediate process, with

the following factors being crucial to this (delayed) adjustment back to normal resting

levels:

i. Decreased sympathetic activity, and therefore a decreased arteriolar

venous tone which reduces venous return, could compound venous

pooling. The venous pooling would in turn lead to EDV decreases, a lower

CO and a fall in blood pressure;

ll, A decreased skeletal muscle pump mechanism reduces venous return

and cardiac output and therefore results in a decreased BP;

iii. A fall in tidal volume which reduces tile thoraolco-abdomlnal pump has

the effect of decreasing venous return and therefore results in a

reduction of BP;

lv. Reduced levels of CirculAting oatechotamlnes have the effect of

constricting vessels in the lower limb which results in the venous return

being substanftally reduced and leads to a chain of events culminating

in a reduced BP;
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heart. These changes are associated with catecholamine initiated

increases in cardiac output and a reduction of vasomotor tone (as a

result of sympathetic nerve mediated or metabolic vasodilation of

arterioles) which lead to varlatlons in distribution of blood to certain

organs, The (Jrgans which normally experience high blood flow at rest

tend to encounter the,greatest reductions (eg the splanchnic circulation)

in blood flow during exerclsc; and,

iii, Lastiy, the systematic and repetitive contractton of skeletal muscle leads

to an increased flow of VenOLI$blood from the muscle beds, Heightened

respiratory effort and cadence also elevates venous return via the

thoraolco-abdomlnal pump mechanism, These two pumps ensure a shift

in venous blood from the periphery to central components,

A third factor affeoting I;V Is rnyocerdlal contractility, the property of cardiac muscle

which determines its ability to shorten independent of preload and atterload. This

Increased contractility is broLlght about by circulating catschclemlnes £lctlng on beta

receptors, The activation of beta receptors stimulates rnetabollc changes, an Influx of

calcium and the excitation and coupling of actin and myosin,

All of the above changes facilitate the body in supplying the increased levels of oxygen

and oxldlzable substrate which are required for exercise to take place, But after



in the peripheral circulatory system and ensures an elevated venous return to the

heart. At the onset of dynamic exercise, systemic arterial pressure and systemic volume

suddenly drop, with central venous pressure and volume abruptly rising. The dilation

of vessels Seen In the muscle and skin to accommodate nutrient supply and

thermoregulation requirements is not fully compensated by reductions in blood flow at

the splanchnic bed. As a result total peripheral resistance (TPR) falls, as does

diastolic blood pressure (DBP). Even though systolic blood pressure (SSP) is

maintained, or even increased, the fall In DBP is enough to decrease the mean blood

pressure, The rise in cardiac filling pressure which causes the EDV to increase is

attributable to an elevation In blood flow Into the central circulation, accompanled by

a reciprocal drop In the peripheral blood volume. This shift In blood distribution Is a

result of the following three events:

I. A transient reduction In peripheral blood flow which follows arteriole

dilation, decreases the venous blood volume and results In a fall In

venous transmuf;..t!pressure. The elasticity of the more expansive veins,

which are than less distended, passively expel a portion of their volume

rnalnly from vsnules and small veins toward the heart. The movement

of blood III this direction continues despite a declining pressure gradient,

until the stage when the pressure gradient is so small that flow is

reduced to zero;

II. Sympathetic nervous system Initiated constriction in certain portions of

the venous system ensure increased movement of blood towards the



63% of the elevated cardiac output. The remainder of the increase in cardiac output

results from elevation of the SV.

Stroke volume expansion results from: elevations in venous return, and therefore in

ventricular diastolic volume; adjustments in systemic vascular impedance: and

enhanced myocardial contractility. These changes are facilitated by, amongst other

factors, the actions of the skeletal muscle and the abdominal and respiratory pumps.

As an Increase It, cardiac output is a.direct result of an elevated stroke volume, it is

essential to establish the mechanisms which lead to SLICha change. One factor is the

filling volume of the left vsntrlcle - also known as preload. Another is the force or stress

which the ventriole must generate and sustain in order to eject blood Into the aorta

(afterload), Lastly there is myocardial contraotllity,

Preload, measured by cardiac sarcomere length, is proportional to the left ventricular

volume or to the force in the muscle wall before contraction, Although it is often thought

to Increase during exercise, there are limitations In the tscbnlques used to measure the

left ventricular end diastolic volume (LVEDV), Studies report increases, decreases and

no ohange at all, However there is a direct relationship between end dtastollc volume

(EDV) and the force of contraction • the Frank-Starling mechanlsm. Thus stroke

volume Is directly related to EDV.

The Increased preload during exercise Is largely a result of adlustments to the second

factor affecting stroke volume, the change in vascular Impedance, This change is seen
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CHAPTER ONE: LITERATURE REVIEW

1. IntroductiQO.

1.1 Changes seen in the cardiovascular system during and after exercise.

Many reviews have discussed the changes which occur in the cardiovascular system

during exercise (eg Astrand 21 McArdle41 and Rowell 55). Theo:;''1reviews indicate that

at tho onset of exercise there IS a great Increase in the need for o)(ygen and oxidizable

substrate, and an increase in metabolism which results in the; production of large

quantities of CO2, To this end both oxygen delivery and carbon dioxide removal must

increase If appropriate levels of arterial and tissue gasses are to be mBintained. These

outcomes are mainly achieved by an Increase in ventilation and an increase in cardlac

output (CO).

The elevation In cardiac output is accomplished through a number of changes in

cardiac function and in the peripheral circulatory system. Up to an eightfold Increase

in cardiac output is achieved as a result of accretions in stroke volume (SV) and heart

rate (HR). One of the first changes seen at the onset of exercise is the augmentation

in heart rate which results from parasympathetic Inhibition and then from sympathetic

stimulation, in exercise in the upright position this augmented HR Is responsible for
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Abstract.

A post-exercise reduction in blood pressure (BP) may be the primary reason that

athletes suffer from exerclse-assoclated collapse (EAC) at the end ot ultra-endurance

running ever.s. Plasma volume decreases, possibly caused by dehydration, may be

the cause of the decrease til blood pressure, In order to determine whether there is a

correlation between plasma volume changes and the post-exercise BP drop, this study

evaluated alterations in pre- and post-race blood pressures and changes in blood and

plasma volumes, It found that compared to resting values, systolic, dlastollc and mean

arterial blood pressures (mmHg) fell significantly from 119 ± 4, mean ± standard

deviation, 74 ± 8, and 88 ± 5 respectively to '106 ± 14, 62 ± 12 and 77 ± 10 (ps 0,05),

whereas pulse pressure failed to change, Compared to pre-race values, plasma and

blood volume were found not to have changed significantly, During the race plasma

urea (U) and creatinine (C) concentrations increased significantly, whereas body mass

and body mass index both fell significantly. Haernatocrlt, haemoglobin, mean cell

volume, red blood cell number, mean cell haemoglobin concentration, the mean cell

haemoglobin, plasma sodium, potassium, chloride and protein concentrations, the U:C

ratio and osmolality remained constant. There were no significClnt correlations

between changes in plasma or blood volume and changes in blood pressure, These

data support the Idea that a post-race decrease in blood pressure does not result

primarily from an intravascular fluid loss, It is likely therefore that athletes who collapse

at the end of ultraendurance races due to EAC do so as a result of 'post-exercise

hypotension' secondary to venous pooling, and not as a result of a reduction in plasma

volume,
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that very large changes in blood and plasma volume are required to produce sustained

hypotension,

The question arises ther,efore whether exercise-induced changes in PV can be

prevented, If this is possible, then a post-exercise fall in blood pressure caused by

dehydration can theoretically also be prevented,

Convertino 8 and others 49 have shown that the reduced volume quickly returns to

normal once exercise has ceased and they have suggested that this increase was due

to the movement of protein and water back Into the intravascular space 8,

Exogenous fluid replacemern l,~also critical. Apart from Wyndham's studies, Kaminsky

and Paul's paper 38 on plasma volume in athletes competing in races between 50 and

100 krn, reported both haemoconcentratlon and hasmodllutlon. They concluded that

fluid intake played a major role in changes of plasma volume, with quantity of fluid

replacement effecting final plasma volume, The runners who drank .nore displayed

haernodilutlon, and the runners who drank less, haemoconcentratlon.

In another study of prolonged exercise In the heat it was established that plasma

volume decreased to a similar degree when different replacement drinks were

consumed 52, Varying the carbohydrate content of such drinks did little to prevent

intravascular deh}'dration, This view Is supported by Kaminsky and Paul 38 who

asserted that if the ingredients of the replacement drink contained sodium, this may
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In response to the dehydration and haemoconcentration, several changes were seen

in the cardiovascular system. The greater the dehydration, the greater the decrease in

stroke volume (with a maximum reduction of 27%). This reduced volume was

accompanied by increases in heart rate which resulted in similar forearm blood flow~

for the varying levels of dehydration. These findings were consistent until the time when

plasma volume decreased below the a.5% mark. Around this point forearm blood flows

became 20 ~22% lower than the group who had only experienced weight losses of

1.1± 0.1%. Changes In forearm blood flow were seen despite no change in forearm

venous volume,

The study of Montaln and Coyle led them to conclude that the cardiovascular system

compensates adequately (lG maintains BP) until stroke volume has fallen by about 10%

and plasma volume by about 8.5%. Further reductions in stroke and plasma volume

lead to a decrease in blood pressure.

This viewpoint is supported by both Guyton 25 and Caroline 7. The former asserted that

reductions In blood volume of 10% resulted in "no significant effect on either arterial

pressure or cardiac output" , and the latter suggested that cardiovascular homeostasis

was preserved until BV decreases by 16 percent. In addition acute haemorrhage

amounting to 8% blood loss has no effect on BP provided that baroreceptor reflexes are

Intact S1. The findings of Monteln and Coyle and those of Guyton and Caroline Imply
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figLlres portrayed a drop in body weight of 4% and a 16 - 18% decrease in plasma

volume, which was considerably more than that measured by Sawka 57.

In Costill's study 11 the total reduction in plasma volume could be separated into

immediate and delayed changes. The initial reduction in plasma volume (12.2%) seen

at the onset of exercise was attributed to a "transcapillary" fluid flux into working

musculature, and the remaining decrease (3.6%) was noted to take place over the next

110 minutes of exercise.

Having established that plasma volume does In some cases reduce, it Is important to

evaluate the effect of this haemoconcentration. The ability of the cardiovascular system

to adjust to decreases In plasma volume was evaluated by Montain and Coyle 42. Their

study on cyclists yielded very interesting results which illuminated the cardiovascular

response to different levels of dehydration. In their experiment subjects cycled at 62-

67% of maximal oxygen consumption far two hours, while Ingesting vttrylng quantities

of fluid, resulting in graded levels of dehydration.

In the first 40 minutes of the experiment blood volume changes were not different

between the various fIL'~":I-intal<.egroups. After 40 minutes subjects in the moderate and

large fluid Intake groLlps (W110 experienced a tot.alweight loss of 1.1± 0.1 to 2.3 ± 0.1%)

had malntalned their plasma volumes. However the men in the no-fluid and low-fluid

group (these athletes experienced a decrease In body weight of between 3.4:1: 0.1 and

4.2 :I: 0.1 kg ) displayed a decrease in plasma volume 2-3% below resting levels.
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Nevertheless Kolka did note ~hat haemodllutlon might be present even if a subject is

dehydrated (5.4 kg body mass loss) 39.

On the other hand, evidence of a decrease in plasma volume during exercise was

noted by Fortney and Senay 20. Their study of women exercising at 40% V02 max. (in

both a hot and a ecole ..envlronment ) showed that exercise resulted in a decrease in

plasma volume ~with thA exercise in the heat eliciting a 7% greater plasma volume

decrease than it did in the cold. In addition it appeared that females may exhibit a

greater tendency to reduce their plasma volume than do men exercising in similar

condltlons".

Reductions In plasma volume were also noticed in Myhre's study 43 of middle aged

marathon runners. At six kilometres Into the race Myhre recorded a 1% decrease in

body weight and a plasma volume reduction in the region of 6,5%. Although the

plasma volume stabilized from the slx-kllornetre mark onwards, the recuctlon in body

weight continued, with an additional fall of 3.2%.

Myhre's results were supported by Sawka 57 who showed that subjects who were

dehydrated by 4.9:l:: 0.4 % had c;lmiler decreases in their plasma volume (5.0 ± 6.0%).

These findings in turn were supported by Costl!! at al " who showed that a drop in

body weight, induced either by exercise or exposure to heat, was aSSOCiatedwith a

decrease In plasma volume. Costlll et al 11 further Illustrated a greater percentage

decline in plasma volume than the percentage decrease in total body weight. Their
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1.2.1 Theory One: Exercise-associated collapse as a result of hypovolaernta.

During both endurance (longer than an hour but less than two-and-a-half hOLIrS) and

ultra-endurance (longer than two-and-a-half hours) exercise the plasma volume has

been reported to either increase 30,39,48,57, decrease 11,20,26,43,57, or not to change at

all 36,

If plasma volume increases during exercise It is Important to ju,stify the cause of this

Increase. Many researchers have found a linear relationship between the hydration

status of the athletes and their plasma volume. Both Sawka 57 ,and Kaminsky and

Paul 36 , demonstrated an increase In plasma volume during exercise. In Sawka's study

the subjects were all euhydrated, which led him to deduce that external fluid

replacement was influential In maintaining body weight and Increasing the plasma

volume. Kaminsky and Paul 36 suggested that the plasma volume expansion Is the

result of haemodllution secondary to a high 'fluid Intake. They showed that athletes

competing at a heart rate of 130 beats, min·1 for three hours had an Increase In their

plasma volume during exercise,

!n another study of marathon runners, haemcdllutlon was identified by the end of the

race 30 , However this increase in plasma volume appeared to be artefactual and was

attrtbuted to positional variation: the initial plasma volume estimations were made in an

upright position, whereas final readings were taken while the subjects Vlere supine.
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due to a marked exercise induced vasodilation of the vascular tree in the legs, and

secondly to a failure of the muscular venopressor mechanism in the legs to continue to

work after exercise has ceased.

On cessation of exercise the ideal response would be for the body to automatically

reverse the effects previously described. Significant arteriolar vasoconstriction in the

legs would have the effect of maintaining venous return, in the absence of the 'muscle-

pump', which would then ensure an adequate blood pressure and tissue perfusion.

However Elchna found the body's response was dlsslmller to the 'ideal rasp .'..

required. Rathel' the oodv failed to respond as the exercise ceased resulting In a

decreased venous return and collapse. Syncope was the body's natural rnechanlsm to

re-establish a normal BP and a normal level of consciousness. Noakes described this

phenomenon, "post-exercise (postural) hypotension" 3b, by suggesting that there i'1 a

drop In central blood volume which i~\Caused by a pooling of blood in the peripheral

veins.

In summary, It Is posslble, therefore, to postulate that EAC develops as a result of

rapidly occurrlnq, severe hypotension. This reduced blood pressure would be

secondary to either a fall In plasma and blood volume, caused by heat-mduced

dehydration, or as a result of profound and persistent post-exercise venous pooling.
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Their findings were fascinating,

"Of 33 men subjected to acute exhausting physical work approximately one-half

(19 or 57,6%) developed post-exertlonal orthostatic hypotension, with nine

(27,3%) in the synccoai group and 10 (30,3%) In the abnormal group, Thus,

every other man developed post-exertlonal orthostatic hypotension and one

man in four had syncope 16."

A second Intriguing aspect of Elchna et al's study was the physical observations made

about those subjects who did collapse and about those who nearly collapsed,

"Almost invariably present were marked fatigue, drowsiness, apprehensiveness,

increasing dlsoorntort, nausea, abdominal cramps, IIghtheadedness and

dizziness, and the sensation of Impending collapse. In the more severe

instances ... vomiting, disorientation, inability to move or obey commands ... and

crumpling at the knees, at which time the men were laid flat. ... Once supine,

all symptoms quickly Improved or disappeared completely 16."

At no stage in their study was any IV therapy administered, and there was also no

medical intervention apart from lying the patients In a supine position. Although not

conclusively proven, all indications were that a decrease in venous return was

responsible for the Circulatoryfailure. This decrease, they postulated 161 was probably
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dehydrated, rarely collapse, 51 and clinically serious levels of dehydration have never

been recorded in any large group of athletes competing in a modern ultra-endurance

event 51.

.
The argument against the 'hyperthermic dehydration-model' leads to the formulation

of a second school of thought which purports that athletes collapse as a result of

peripheral venous pooling. This pooling is thought to lead to reduced venous return,

a diminished cardiac output and a decreased systolic BP 50, Assuming that the

hypotension is not oaused by a drop in intravasoular volume 51, the treatment for

such a condltlon would be to simply lie the patient in a supine position, elevate their

feet and pelvis 49, thereby enhanoing venous return and normalising BP. To justify this

theory Noakes turned to the work of, among others, Eiohna, Horvath and Bean 16who

In 1947 postulated that non-hypovolaemlc ("post-exertional") hypotension was

associated with a cessation of exercise,

In Elchna et al's study16 BP, pulse and all other relevant signs and symptoms of 33 well

trained men who had completed certain exercise regimens, which included endurance

and power exercises, were monitored, Measurements were taken in both vertical and

supine positions at speclfted intervals,
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The article by Wyndham and strydorn 66 marked the start of a period in which

administrators and the medical profession began to aim at ensuring that endurance

athletes drank more. Those who failed to take heed of the warnings and later collapsed

from what was thought to be dehydration and/or heatstroke, were 'resuscitated' by

replacing what was thought to be lost fluid. The medical staff at ultra-endurance races

believed that the cardia- vascular system of collapsed athletes was effective and still

intact. Therefore the only factor that could be causing the hypotension, taking into

consideration the weight loss experienced by athletes, was a decreased amount of

blood (fluid) which they believed should be replaced intravenously.

This dogma found much popularity until it was challenged by Noakes 49, who arqued

that dehydration and fluid loss was not the primary reason for collapse. The main

thrusts of his argument are: firstly, most (> 80%) ultra-marathon runners develop EAC

after they have stopped running 34, thei'efore suggesting that there is not a substantial

decrease in the athletes' blood volume; secondly, those athletes suffering from EAC

show no signs of circulatory shack in the supine position, indicating that their

intravascular contents are intact; and thirdly, most EAC runners have core

temperatures (rectal temperatures) within normal limits and are not

hyperthermic 1, 34,44.

These assertions are supported by evidence from both the Two Oceans and Comrades

ultra-marathons which indicates that the majority of runners who require medical

assistance after collapsing are undertralned, hyperhydrated and finish in the last hour

of the race 56, In contrast, the fastest runners, who are the hottest and most
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appropriate aetiology there is a chance that the treatment could be inappropriate and

unnecessary, or even harmful 37,

In general (here are two malor theories regarding EAC, The 'Firsttheory revolves

around the concept that most collapsed athletes experience a reduction in plasma and

blood volume which in turn reduces the quantity of circulating blood and results in a

hypotensive episode 9,22,33,46,51,54,66,67, This condition has primarily ceen blamed on

hyperthermia, exacerbated by dehydration 33,66, In order to correct this 'dehydration'

the traditional treatment for these athletes has been to infuse intravenous (IV) fluids,

thus replenishing their intravascular volume and elevating their blood pressure,

Taking into consideration that the hypotensive symptom is usually reversed after IV

therapy there is an assumption that the treatment is appropriate,

As Noakes noted 50, one of the first attempts to describe this phenomenon in detail was

that of Wyndham and Strydom 60, They demonstrated a direct relationship between

hyperthermia (elevated rectal temperatures) and inadequate water intake, From their

findings they concluded that heat-related complications during prolonged exercise

could be reduced or even avoided if fluid losses were replaced appropriately, As the

title of their paper "The danger of an inadequate water intake during marathon running"

suggests. they recommended increased "water intake" to avoid dehydration and

hyperthermia, In another paper Wyndham 67 asserted that marathon runners consumed

far too little fluid which, associated with marked weight reductions. high sweat losses

and massive heat production, led to heatstroke and collapse,
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increased number of participants has been a greater number of casualties 40. Of the

athletes who enter ultra-enduranceevents, 0.16% to 4.7% will collapse during or after

the face 22.

The aetiology of collapse can be divided into two groups. The first group includes

those instances where a known medical condition can be clearly identified as

being the cause of the collapse, A few examples of this may be hypothermia",

hypoglycaemia 22, 56, 62, hyponatraernla 46 , gastroenteritis 34 or myocardial

lsohaernla", The second type of collapse is that which occurs without obvious cause.

These latter patients usually respond very well to emergency treatment and walk out

of the medical facility a short while later. This latter type of collapse will be termed

"exercise-associated collapse". 52 Exercise-associated collapse (EAC) has been

defined as "an inability to stand or walk unaided as a result of llqht-heertedness,

faintness, dizziness, or syncope 34,56 ."

One of the most basic tenets of physiology is that a normal blood pressure is essential

if one is to sustain bodily function. Without an adequate BP the body will fail to perfuse

vital organs and peripheral tissues adequately resulting in a state of shock. If one is to

look for a common characteristic in most collapsed athletes, it is un~oubterlly their

inability to stand as a result of hypotension.

For the medical profession to treat these people appropriately, it is lmpers+ve to

understand the pathophysiology of the athletes' ailment. Without understanding the
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v. The continued post-exercise thermoregulation, which causes vessels in

the skin to remain dilated, results in an expanded peripheral blood

vessel volume. This results in a decreased total peripheral resistance and

causes a lower DBP and a reduced MAP;

vi. Oxygen debt results in an increased post-exercise demand for oxygen,

and ensures that recovery is not an immediate process. The continued

demand for a higher than normal oxygen requirement is supplied by

increased blood flow to muscles which lowers the TPR; and,

vii. Dehydration with reduced plasma and!

may also reduce venous return.

. volume (8\1), if present,

In summary this continued elevation of circulatory demands lead to a staggered

reversal of changes in the circulatory system which accompany the onset of exercise

and a return to normal resting function can be delayed. During this period of delayed

recovery, some athletes are unable to maintain adequate blood pressures, and

collapse.

1,2 Exercise-associated Collapse.

Over the last two decades endurance sport has grown in popularity and stature to a

stage when events can attract in excess of 10 000 athletes. Accompanied by the



consideration, it was decided that venous blood samples would be used exclusively,

and that for the purposes of this study all samples would be drawn in the erect posture

In order to further reduce any chance of error, venous blood samples were taken from

the subjects' arm in a position similar to the contralateral arm from where blood

pressureswere assessed, This was done to eliminate inaccurate readings associated

with positional variations, An example of such a problem is that if one compares blood

samples taken frcm the antecubital vein of a pendant arm to blood samples taken from

the same arm in a horizontal position, there is a change in haernatocrlt equivalent to

a 3% decrease in blood volume".

In consultation with Professor B Mendelow and Mr D Clifford of the haematological

laboratory of the South African Institute of Medical Research (SAIMR), it was decided

that analysis of blood would be most accurate if results were obtained as soon as

possible after having drawn the sample, To this end, the eight~day pre-race samples

were analysed in the SAIMR laboratory using an automated device (Coulter STI<S),

The one-hour pre- and post-race samples were also analysed by the SAIMR, however

this time a portable automated analyser (Sysmex K 4500) was utilized, These two

instruments are regarded by the SAIMR as being equally accurate, The procedure

followed therefore was that within an hour after sampling, a blood aliquot from each

subject was analysed for Haemoglobin (I-Jb) content and Haematccrlt (Hot), No

correction was made to the packed cell volume for either trapped plasma or for

differences between venous and whole packed cell volume 14, 23, A second sample was



It was assumed that the automatic sphygmomanometer used for 11'lis study was

calibrated, and that drift was minimal. I!ven if these assumptions are false, the blood

pressure data generated remain valid, The rationale for t! ,IS assertion is that the main

aim of the study was to assess changes in blood pressure over an eight day period.

Any errors therefore are most probably systematic as callbratlort errors of a non-linear

nature are very unlikely, Therefore it is assumed that relative values are correct even

if the absolute values are slightly inaccurate,

1.5 Blood Analysis and Sampling.

While the subjects were standing upright V"'rtI')US blood samples were drawn from a

superficial vein in the left antecubital fossa. The arm was supported at about 30° to the

horizontal in each subject. USing the Vacutainer system, blood samples were placed

in both red-top (containing no anti-coagulant) and purple-top tubes, the latter containing

dl-potasslurn ethytene-dlernlne-tstra-acetlc acid (EDTA ( K3 )).

This blood s.:JImplingprotocol was designed to avert tha problems associated with

changes In blood composition ailied to variations in posture. Secondly It was decided

not to utilize arterial blood samples In order to avoid any complications of withdrawing

such a sample, The extraction of arterial blood samples is difficult, more time

consuming and can have serious slde-effects (eg. extensive extravasation). Even

though the ccmposltlon of venous blood dlffel's somewhat from that of arterial blood (for

example venous blood has a higher Het and lower chloride concentration) it was felt

such differences would produce a systematic error, Taking all factors Into
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1.4 BP Measurement.

To measure BP each subjects' right arm was completely supported, a medium-slzed

cuff was placed approximately three centimetres proximal to the antecubital fossa and

the arm was elevated in such a manner as to ensure that the cuff was level with the

subjects' heart. Blood pressure was then taken using a Dinamap 8100 monitor

(Johnson and Johnson, Johannesburg, South Africa). The Dinatrlap provided SSP and

OBP. Using the SSP and DBP, pulse pressure and mean arterial pressure were

calculated.

Campbell 5 asserted that auscultatory methods of measuring SP post-exercise are

Inaccurate and t.hat errors of up to 30mmHg have been reported. To eradicate errors

during field and laboratory studies (such as incorrect cuff deflation rate, venous

congestion during repeated measurement, and external noises which could possibly

effeict a researcher's ability to hear Korotkoff sounds) a number of researchers have

used automatic sphygmomanometers 16. Although there is some criticism that these

devices lose accuracy 6, many exercise physiologists believe in their merits. Cade et

al3 used a Dinamap 850 automatic bloo« pressure measuring device to measure BP

in a standing position, and a Dlnamap 8100T was used by Holtzhausen Z4 to

measure BPs In the field. Further support for the use of tnese devices is contained In

the finding that measurements taken by a Dlnamap correlate extremely well with

interarterial catheter pressures, especially over normal BP ranges (SBP:37 ..109mmHg,

DBP 21 ..78mmHg) 32.
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To this end great care has been taken in the experimental design of this study to

prevent the occurrence of posture-related changes in plasma volume. As mentioned

previously blood composition, blood pressures and intravascular volumes are all

affected by posture. Thus to reduce the possibility of this as a source of error, all

measurements pertaining to blood pressure and haematologlcal indices were taken in

the erect position.

1.3 Subjects.

Eight healthy males volunteered for the study which was sanctioned by The University

of the Witwatersrand's Committee for Research on Human Subjects (Medical) - protocol

# M 950806. Informed written consent was attained from 9E1Chsubject.

The subjects first met in Johannesburg at 07hOO,eight days before the race. The time

of 07hOOcorresponded to the time the ultra-marathon would begin and thus reflected

early morning physiological status of the subjects. They had been instructed to eat and

drink over the preceding ,24 hours as they would the day before the race, They were

weighed on a Seca, Alpha '770 (Vogel and Halke, Hamburg, Germany) scale in socks,

running shorts and a T-shirt and their height was measured, The subjects were allowed

to walk around freel'l before being Instructed to stand quietly for about five minutes.

During this period (10 -15 minutes In all) vascular and other volumes were expected

to equilibrate 39 and the sublects to have become comfortable with the surroundings.



documented that posture also affects plasma volume and that a plasma volume

reduction of greater than 11% can occur when a person suddenly assumes a

motlonlese erect position after having been ill a supine position 27,60. Other studies

have shown that when a person moves from a reclining position to a standing position

there is tl shift of body water from plasma to interstitial spaces 11

0'"'9 of these studies was conducted by Plvarnlk 53who noted a reduction in plasma

me when assuming a seated posltlon from supine, A further reduction was

1;..", ,ilanced when exercise began. He concluded that the first reduction is a result of

IIvasculal' fluid" being "sequestrated In the subcutaneous spaces of tne legs" and that

exerelse leads to further decreases in plasma volume as a result of movement of

plasma out of the circulating volume into the intramuscular compartment. This view has

be..." supported by Gore et al23 and Hagan et aI213•

As a result of hl~l experiment In runners and cyclists, Gore 23 concluded that the

plasma volume reduction evident VI len runners began running was not a result of the

exercise Itself but was rather caused by a posltlonal change when the subjects moved

from a seated to an erect position.

Hagan et al's 20 paper supported previous researchers 11,~G,63Inthat he described how

plasma volume ctlanges when humans assume an erect position after being in a supine

position and vice versa Redistribution of fluid between the various fluid compartments,

rather than loss of the fluid volume, seem therefore to be an Important factor affecting

plasma volume.
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The runners were all based in Johannesburg (altitude approximately 1800m) and

travelled to Durban (sea·level) for the race. They were at the coast for a maximum of

two days prior to funning the Comrades marathon. Table 5 shows that several of the

measured variables differed between Johannesburg (eight-day pre-race measurement)
,

and Durban (one-hour pre-race measurements). None Jf these differences were

attributed to a change in altitude as runners were at sea-level for too short a time to

have acclimatised 41 , Therefore the changes in the variables from Johannesburg to

Durban were considered not to be altitude-related and any effect that altitude might

have had has been considered to be negligible,

This study set out to evaluate If blood volume and/or blood pressure changed during

an ultra-marathon race, If a significant fall In BP occurred without a change in plasma

or blood volume then It could be concluded that venous pooling had occurred, If on the

other hand both plasma volume and BP fell significantly then It could be der.tuced that

the fall in plasma volume resulted In the reduced blood pressure, It is also possible that

each theory is not mutually exclusive and that hath play some role in the drop of blood

pressure whioh occurs on the cessatlon of exercise,

1.2 Posture.

Great care has been taken in this study to eliminate ': Ie possible effect of postural

changes on Intravascular fluid dynamloa The studies mentioned later In this chapter

Investigate the measurement of plasma volume during and after exerclss, In addition

to the difficulties in obtaining accurate measurement of plasma volumes it is well
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CHAPTER TWO. MATERIALS, METHODS AND RESULTS.

1. Materials and Methods,

1.1 EXperimental Design.

To assess whether a change in blood volume is related to an altered blood pressure,

BPs, blood and plasma volume, body mass and various blood variables were evaluated

before and after an ultra-marathon In eight subjects. The ultra-marathon was the 871<m

Comrades Marathon from Durban to Pletermarttzburq, South Africa, which took place

on Monday, June 18, 1996.

Pre-race assessments were carried out twice, once eight days before the race and

the second an hour prior to the race start. A post-race evaluation was conducted

immediately after the subjects completed the event. Thus in this study each subject

acted as their own control, and problems which can confound studies that compare two

groups, were eliminated.

During the race the average ambient temperature was 23.6 ± 4.1 0C. Each subject

was permitted to drink and eat ad libitum during the race, but most restricted

themselves to rehydrating with water and Coca Cola or a mixture of the two. After

completing the race the subjects immediately walked to the official medical tent. Once

there, BP and body mass were measured and a third set of blood samples were

drawn,
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The main thrust of the second theory is that at the completion of ultra-endurance

events, certain athletes suffer from significant venous pooling in their lower limbs

which can lead to a decreased blood pressure and collapse.

In the literature review each theory has been examined, as have other aspects which

are central to understanding the merits of each argument. As both theories have been

investigated it remains to be tested which of Intravascular volLImedepletion or venous

pooling Is the greater contributor to a poat-exerclse reduotion in blood pressure and

ultimately to exercise-associated collapse. The primary aim of this study Is to evaluate

therefore if there is a correlation between changes in intravascular volumes and

changes in blood pressure in subjectswho have completed an ultra-distance marathon.
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al 34 to argue that the most likely mechanism for the EAC was "orthostatic

hypotension", a mechanism which Noakes's 49 and Hagan's 26 data support.

In a later paper Holtzhausen 35 defined 'post-exercise postural hypotension' as "a

decline in systolic blood pressure of at least 20mmHg below supine values 011

assuming the upright (erect) posture, associated with syncopal symptoms." This

definition, and the mechanism of EAC which it implies, is gaining recognition as an

Important cause of EAC. Whether this mechanism occurs Independently of changes

in plasma volume is however unknown.

Although concluding that orthostatic hypotension was the major cause of EAC in her

subjects, Holtzhausen et al 35 also found that the EAC group showed greater plasma

volume change than did her control group. The study conducted for this short report

attempts to clarify therefore whether EAC is associated with venous pooling and/or

hypovolaernla.

1.3 Summary.

In summary, there are two primary theories which attempt to explain why athletes who

are otherwise asymptomatic collapse at the end of ultra-endurance sporting events. In

the first theory it Is argued that heat-induced dehydration causes a drop in plasma and

blood volume which leads to a lowered blood pressure and collapse
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and then elevating their legs and pelvis - which has the effect of both increasing their

central and circulating blood volumes. The central volume increases as a result. of a

gravity-induced autotransfuslon of blood which has pooled In the lower limbs 491 and

the circulating volume rises from an influx of fluid into the intravascular compartmer-t

from the surrounding interstitial spaces 11. The latter aspect was supported in theory

by Hagan26 who asserted that when a resting individual moves from an erect to a

supine positlon, there is a net increase in plasma volume of about half a litre. The

therapeutic effect of such a change in plasma volume could be enhanced if change in

posture was applied to a runner whose blood volume had been pooled in the lower half

of their body.

One of the most significant studies which attempted to explain that EAC was a result

of venous pooling was carried out by Holtzhausen et al 34. She and her fellow

researchers reported that the athletes' mean erect systolic BP was 10mmHg lower than

their supine measurement five minutes after completing a race. They also reported that

their subjects' post-race supine measurement was 10 mmHg lower than their normal

supine measurement. This drop was not present 24 hours later. Holtzhausen et al

concluded that the collapsed athletes, who were otherwise asymptomatic, suffered from

a hypotensive response. The athletes also had the following factors in common: 85%

of those who collapse did so at the end of the race, their collapse was associated with

increased effort (as it occurs more at medal cut-off times) and EAC runners exhibited

gn3aterplasma volume changes than did the control group. This lead Holtzhausen et
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contains an adequate amount of glucose and electrolytes, Although there is much

debate regarding the physiological response to exercise, it is fair to support Fellman

who said that:

"Changes in plasma volume during exercise can include haemodilution or

haemoconcentration depending on the type of exercise, intensity and ambient

conditions. In most cases, and systematically if exercise is performed in a hot

environment, haemoconcentration ls the dominant response 19. "

1.2.2. Theory Two: EAC as a result of venous pooling of blood.

Comparedwith studies conducted to evaluate the changes in plasma volume, very few

researchers have investigated post-exercise venous pooling, One of the few who have

reported on the subject was Seney 58. Although not referred to directly, he alluded to

the possible mechanism for collapse at the end ",f races. He detailed how at the onset

of exercise changes in peripheral vascular resistance, the beginning of muscle pump

action and increased perfusion of muscle tissue, result in an increased volume of blood

in the lower limbs. At the cessation of exercise the body's inability tf) ""'pidly reverse

these changes would result in a decrease in the central blooJ v; an acute

hypotensive episode would follow and these could lead to syncope lln('i ~AC.

If this idea is correct then reversal of venous pooling will cause a recovery. The

treatment for EAC proposed by Noakes 49 involves lying a patient in a supine position
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have the effect of reducing hyponatraernia in haemodlluted runners, even if it did not

reduce haemoconcentration. They argued that quantity of the fluid ingested, and not

the content, plays the most important role in predicting plasma volume changes.

On the other hand Criswell's study 12 on oral fluid replacement showed that replacement

with a glucose-polymer electrolyte drink resulted in lower plasma volume losses than

ingesting water alone. In addition, he showed that the more stable plasma volume was

not the result of differences in plasma concentration of either vasopressin and/or

aldosterone.

Having assessed numerous different studies it appears that the research has led to

conflicting findings - with some studies indicating that the content of a replacement

drink has little to do with ultimate plasma volume and others indicating that it plays a

very important role.

When one evaluates performance, Cade et al 3 have shown that runners who replace

lost fluid with water alone, show a greater deterioration in performance when compared

to a group who ingested a glucose-electrolyte solution. It is also interesting to .,,te that

the runners who drank water aloneIwere the only group who displayed plasma volume

decreases of 10% or more.

In all likelihood it Is probably accurate to predict that peak performance Is only

possible when an athlete replaces lost fluid with the appropriate quantity of fluid which



I - ITABLE 1 : ANTHROPOMETRIC, TRAINING AND COMPETITION DETAILS.

I
VARIABLE

I
;-_- SUBJECTS j MEAN I~:J

1 I 2 I 6 I 7 I 8!j .[7 I ti .".~':"=
Height (em) 191 181 194 174 174 170 185 171 1BO ,

9,-
Age 42 36 29 35 48 50 43 48 41 7

Weekly training 55 70 95 90 80 80 70 70 76 12
km

# ct weeks 20 14 20 20 20 27 24 13 20 4
spent training

for 1996

Comrades
I-

Total krn 1150 980 1900 1600 1800 1830 1000 910 1396 399
trained

# of prevleus 2 0 1 8 10 3 0 29 B.83 9.6
Comrades

completed

Sest Comrades 537 0 613 516 448 550 0 403 511 78
time (min)



2.5 intravascular Volume Changes.

Usin~ the formulae described by Dill and Costill 14 to determine changes in

intravascular fluid volumes, it was found that the subjects' average blood and plasma

volume failed to significantly change either before or during the race, as shown in

Table 7.

2.6 Changes in Plasma Volume and Blood Pressure.

Table 8 shows that overall there was no change in plasma or blood VOlume, either

before or during the race. The post-race blood pressure measurement however

changed significantly from resting levels (measured eight days prior to the race being

run (Table 5)), When these two variables were correlated with one another (Table 9),

no significant correlations were found.
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2.3 Biochemical Results.

Table 5 shows that the 1~hr pre-race values recorded for sodium, chloride, urea and

the U:C ratio were significantly different from the values recorded 8 days previously.

However potassium, creatinine, protein and osmolality values failed to change In the

period before the race. During the race, values for urea and creatinine changed

significantly compared with the 1-hr pre-race values, while sodium, potassium,

chloride, osmolality, the U:C ratio and protein remained unchanged.

2.4 Blood Pressure Changes.

Tables 5 and 6 show that compared to elght~day pre-race measurements, the DBP,

MAP and PP evaluated immediately before the race, had failed to change whereas SSP

increased significantly. Comparing the post-race measurements with the one-hour

pre-race values showed that during the race each blood pressure variable (SBP, DBP

and MAP), except the pulse pressure, decreased significantly. When the eight-day pre-

race BPs are compared to the post-race blood pressure values (rationale discussed in

Chapter Three), one sees sIgnIficant decreases in SSP, DSP and MAP.

More specifically the mean of the a-day pre-race measurement of SSP was 119 mmHg

and In the hour preceding the race it was 131mri1Hg, therefore increasIng by 12 mmHg.

By comparison the DBP only Increased by 1mmHg. Compared to the one hour pre-race

values mean SBP post-race was 25mmHg lower, DBP 13mmHg lower, MAP 15mmHg

lower and PP moved from 56 to 44mml-ig.
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2. Results.

The subjects' anthropometric data are shown in Table 1. Haernatoloqlcal, biochemical

and blood pressure values for each of the eight subjects, and the mean :I: SD are
.

listed In Tables 2, 3 and 4. Changes noted between the mean values for each of the

three measuring sesstons and their statistical significance are detailed in Table 5,

2.1 Anthropometric Results.

The subjects completed the race on average in 574minutes (range: 468·649 min), in

other words In about 9% hours, This finish time corresponds to an average speed of

9.2:1: 0.9 km.h? . Before the race the subjects' mean booy mass rose significantly by

an average of 1.8kg, from 78.2 ± 7.1 kg to 80.0 ± 7,6 kg. During the race their body

mass fell significantly from pre-race values to 76.8 ;I:7.3 kg.Associated Witl1the change

in body mass, body mass index also changed significantly both before and during the

race, (Table 1)

2.2 Haematological Results.

Tab") 5 summarizes the chanqea in the values recorded for the six haematological

variables assessed (Hb, Hct, MeV, RBG, MCHC and MCH) . None of these changed

significantly either before or during the race.
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In order to assess if the changes in blood and plasma volume were significant, a one

sample nonparametric test was used. This tests whether the parameters differ

significantly from zero. A P value of less than 0.05 was considered to be significant.

Graphpad's lnstat Software, San Diego version 2.0 was used for statistical analysis.
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been established, the Hct readings are used to estimate the percentage change in

plasma and cell volumes, The formulas used to evaluate the above changes are as

follows:

BVA ::: BVa(Hba/HbA)

CVA :::BVA (HctA)

PVA ::: BVA- CVA

Therefore: hBV, %::: 100 (BVA - BVe)1 BVa

ACV, %::: 100 (CVA - CVa)1 eVa

APV, % = 100 (PVA • PVa)1 PVa

The subscripts B and A refer to 'before' and 'after' an event (6g a marathon),

respectively, and BVe is taken to be 100 %,

1.7 Statistical Analysis.

.
All the results were calculated as the mean and standard deviation (SD), Statistical

significance (P< 0,05) was determined for pre and post-race variables using an ANOVA

one way analysis, In order to determine if the changes In blood pressures (SSP, DBP,

MAr I and PP) could be associated with the change In plasma volume, Pearson's

product moment correlation coefftclents VI ~recalculated. Significance was accepted

at /!' values <: 0,05,
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three values, Admitting that there are some inherent 'leakage' problems 11,2o,26,sa,43,46,

56,59, Cade at al (3 argued that calculating the change In plasma volume using protein

concentration does have some advantages but illuminates certain trends rather than

providing exact figures,

The problems associated with 'Ieak,ege' may have some validity, Most of the above

techniques rely on the assumption that MeV remains constant. Should this however

alter, it would result in inaccurate measures of change In plasma volume, van

Beaumont 64 argues that an Increase in plasma osmolality of greater than 5 mosmol/kg

H20 acccmpan'ec by the blood pH remaining within 0,1pH units from resting values,

will effect MeV and could therefore Invalidate change in plasma volume readings, MCV

swelling is usually seen when blood pH is less than 7,10, despite 20 mosmollkg H20

increments in plasma osmolality, Having said that, Kolk: 39 reported that there was no

significant change in MCV from Initial values after competing in a standard marathon,

Harrison 27 concluded:

"In general the magnitude of change In plasma volume induced by thermal

stress, exercise or a change in posture is similar whether calculated from

changes in the haematocrlt and haemoglobin concentration or from changes 111

total plasma protein ccncentratlon."

In this short report changes In plasma and blood volumes were estimated using the

protocol of 0111and Oostlll ". This protocol utilizes the Hb content to flr$t establish a

percentage change in total blood volume, Once a change in total blood volume has
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proportionately higher than the changes in Hct seem to Indicate. To this end they

recommended that If one only uses Hct to measure a plasma volume change, a

proportionality factor of (100/(1 00 ~Hct)) should be applied

Possibly the most influential article discussing change in plasma volume is that of Dill

and Costill 14, They contended that there is adequate evidence that a decreased

plasma volume Is not a result of the loss of a protein-free filtrate, but that as plasma

volume decreases so does the quantity of circulating protein. They calculate the extent

of this intravascular loss to be 6% of total protein, for a 4% reduction in body weight,

and they proposed that relative changes in plasma volume should be calculated from

both haemoglobin and haematocrlt and not hasmatocrlt alone, The rationale for not

using haematocrit alone is that Hct Is distorted by alterations in the volume of red blood

cells.

The procedure described by Dill and Costlll " has four d much support in the literature,

with many researchers calculating change in plasma and blood volume using their

protocol 12,21,30,34,36,38,39,43, li2,53,57

Despite the popularity of this method 14, Cade et al 3 arqued that tness results may not

be accurate, The rationale for such criticism is that in thelr study they saw evidence of

si91~~ficanthaemclysls in approxlmately 57% of their subjects. Instead of using Hot and

Hb, they calculated relative changes In plasma volume using the change in

concentrations of albumln, globulin and total plasmc::lprotein and:' ~ :averaging the



A refinement of these methods of measuring changes in plasma volume Is the protocol

described by van Beaumont and his co-workers 64, which uses venous Hct (Hct, )

alone. Before one can assume that this method is an accurate form of measuring

plasma volume the following must be true: the volume of circulating red corpuscles

must remain constant, the ratio between Hot, and whole body haematocrit must not

alter and the red blood cell size must remain constant. If any of these have

changed, which they generally do not, the result will be inaccurate 10.11.

Greenleaf et al 2.1 asser led that in c' ,t)rto measure change in I".asma volume one can

use either Hct alone or Het and Hb. If one is to use Hct on its own, the number of red

blood cells (RBG) must remain constant as must the red cell volume (MCV). However

they pointed out that in exercise of greater than two hours duration, the MGV may

change, therefore invalidating this technique as an accurate measure of change in

plasma volume.

However the above concerns of Greenleaf 24 appear to have been allayed by the

findings of a number of studies. Harrison 21) reported only a 1% decrease in RBC

volume during light and moderate exercise lasting 50 minutes. Sawka 57 found little

change in subjects who began to exerolse in an euhydrated state and Dill et al 15

demonstrated a 2% increase in red cell volume in five hours of moderate exercise.

van Beaumont et al64 also investigated the assessment of plasma volume changes. In

their study they evaluated if changes plasma volume were mimicked by proportional

changes in Hot readings. They found that the plasma volume changes are
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It has therefore been argued that relative changes in plasma volume can more

accurately be estimated from measurementsof Hb, rather than Hct, although Harrison,

Edwards and Leitch 31 have suggested that most evidence indicates the-tthe volume

of circulattng red cells remain constant during exercise and thermal stress. Harrison"

therefore has argued that using Hb alone is the best method to measure a change in

plasma volume for the following reasons:

i. Het alone is inaccurate, as water is lost from the red cells during

moderate exercise.

ii. Plasma proteins may be "translocated" during exercise (ie. they may be

shifted from the extravascular space to the intravascular space).

iii. The increased concentration of plasma protein in the intravascular

compartment increases oncotlc pressure which favours water retention

during and after exercise.

However by 1981 30 Harrison's previous view 28 had obviously changed as he used

both Hct and Hb, according to the protocol of Dill and Costill14, to measure relative

changes in plasma volume, Plasma volume changes can also be assessed using

another method proposed by Harrison 27 whereby the corresponding values of Hb and

the packed cell volume are measured.This method was utilized by Gord 23 in his study

of plasma volume changes in runners and cyclists.
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protein in the blood and equilibrates in the intravascular compartment. This enables

the researcher to withdraw a sample and measure its concentration to calculate

plasma volume. Concentration of the dye is measured using absorption

spectropbotometry, The substances generally injected for this purpose, are Evans

Blue and radioiodine (125 I and 131 I) albumin.

Fellman19 has suggested that protein labelling is only reliable for steady state plasma

volume measurement. She is supported by Harrison 29 when he stated:

"The dilution technique, although suited to the discrete measurement of blood

volume, is not generally regarded as suitable for continuous measurement of

a changing volume because test substances tend to be lost from the

intravascular compartment. II

In order to overcome the problem of losing contents from the vascular system a number

of other methods have been considered. All of these methods depend on

measurements of haemoglobin (Hb) and/or haematocrlt (Hot) and on the conviction

that the red blood cells do not leave the vascular compartment, The first alternative is

the method described by van Beaumont 64, which assesses changes in plasma volume

from changes in Hot, However Costill et al 11 criticized this method and assert that

many researchers fall to take into account the fact that an altered Het can be Indicative

of a reduction in red cell size. Consequently Costill et at believe that plasma volume

changes are underestimated when this method is utilized.
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centrifuged at 500rpm for ten minutes Piasrna was then removed and frozen in

preparation for later biochemical analysis.

Blood volume, plasma volume and other cardiovascular variables are affected by the

chemical status of body fluids. In order to monitor changes of biochemical compositions

in body fluids, six variables were measured (plasma sodium, potassium, chloride, urea,

creatinine and osmolality), In addition the U:C ratio was calculated to assess changes

in kidney function. Biochemical measurements wellil evaluated by the SAIMR using

a Hitachi 747 analyser, and Boehringer reagents,

1.6 ~Iuid Volume Changes.

Studies on changes in PV are confounded by difficulties of measurement. As plasma

volume is central to theories of EAC it is essential that intravascular contents are

measured accurately; inaccurate and unreliable measurements would reduce the

validity of this study. Due to the nature of plasma, it is impossible to measure the exact

volume of blood and plasma in a live human. Therefore one can, at best, look at various

techniques to estimate the volume. The problem with this approach is that plasma

volume is constantly in a state of flux, and dny measuring techniques must consider

that plasma contents are free to flow into and out of the Intravascular compartment

The techniques used generally make use of a dilution method whereby a specific

amount of a SUbstancewith a known concentration is injected into the vascular system.

In so-called 'protein labelling' protocola the volume of injected dye attaches to the



changes in blood pressure were assessed oomparing eight-day pre-race BP's to post-

race measurements,

In attemlJting to explain these changes In blood pressure one has to again evaluate the

physiological adjustments seen when a person exercises in an ultra-endurance event.

As desoribed in chapter one, a return to a normal resting physloloqy and blood

pressure Is a staggered process that begins on cessation of exercise, This Inability for

the body to revert immediately back to Its normal resting physiological state is a result

of the numerous changes which occur as exercise begins.

Amongst these factors which play a role in athletes' delayed recovery are the

decreased muscle pump, the decreased abdomina-thoracic pump and cutaneous

vasodilation. These three factors all have the effect of reducing venous return. From

Starling's Law, the decreased venous return results in the reduction of stroke volume

and therefore a drop in cardiac output is seen. With an attenuated cardiac output,

systolic blood pressure falls.

After an ultra-endLlrance marathon has been t'Url, there Is also decrease in vascular

tons" on completion of the event. Thls reduced tone results in the diastolic blood

pressure decreasing. If the S8P and the DBP both drop, the MAP will mimic these falls.

To this end the significant falls in SSP, D6P and MAP are explained in the

aforementioned fashion.



assessing these BP measurements it is essential to remember that the most significant

aspect is the data indicating a change in blood pressure and not the actual values, as

read off the Dinamap, The reason for this statement is that there is a possibility of

systsmatic error in the t'.II?\ficeused, However wheh one takes into consideration the

ranges of blood pressure's measured, the values are thought to be accurate." In

addition if there was a systematic error In the device and the values are somewhat

Inaccurate, It is still believed that assessed changes in blood pressures are not

invalidated, us relative change of blood pressure variables is the most Important aspect

for tl1ls study.

When considering the changes In blood pressures, one sees that the SBP, DBP and

MAP all changed significantly, Further analysis of this information leads to the belief

that the blood pressure measurements taken in the hour prior to the race are elevated

above normal resting levels. This elevation lISthought to be a result of a pre-race

catsohotamtrte release due to anxiety and anticipation, This heightened blood pressure

is not considered to be representative of the subjects' normal resting blood pressures,

becsuse at the same time of day eight days previously, systolic blood pressures where

nearly 12mmHg lower,

As a result of the above anomaly, when one compares post-race blood pressures to

eight-day pre-race figures, one sees a decrease in SSP of 14mmHg as opposed to a

decrease of 25 mmHg between one-hour pre-race and post-race values, In

percentage terms, the post-race SSP dropped 10,8% When compared to eight-day pre-

race values and 19% when compared to one-hour pie-race values, Acc?rdingly,



Therefore when one assesses the above findings, one sees that both circumstantial

evidence and direct measurement of certain variables, lead to the conclusion that the

quantity of the intra-vascular contents did not fall substantially during the race.

My findings suggesting no change in intra-vascular volume dlffer somewhat from that

of Holtzhausen et al 35, who also evaluated ohanges in intra-vascular volume and blood

pressure seen during an ultra-distance marathon. However It is felt that the study35 is

somewhat flawed as the blood pressure measurements and plasma volume changes

described by Holtzhausen do not accurately reflect the haemcdynarnic status of the

subjects in an erect position (ie. the phYSiological state that tl1ey would be in on

completion of an ultra-rnerathon). In Holtzhausen's study erect blood pressure

measurements were only taken after the subjects lay in a supine position for 10 minutes

and all blood samples were taken in a seated position. Using this protocol, plasma

volume decreases of 12.8 ;I: 9.1% were reported. As described previously, postural

changes can alter plasma volumes. Therefore it is believed that the reported losses

are exaggerated and fhat the reduction in plasma volLimewas In all probability caused

when the subjects assumed an erect. posltlcn after being supine for 10 minutes. The

decreases reported are therefore largely a result of subjeots' posltlona' variations.

Consequently these data should not be compared to the results of my enquiry which

show that overall tl18 subjects exhlbited no change in plasma or blood volume, either

before or durlr1g the race,

Having established that on average neither blood nor plasma volumes changed

significantly, it is Important to now consider the fluctuations In blood pressure. When
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race increase of sodium and chloride appear to indicate a dehydrated state, this trend

did not continue during the race where they failed to change significantly. The fact that

electrolyte concentration did not continue to increase during the race is a further

indication that an intra-vascular contents decrease did not occur. As sweat Is hypotonic,

a loss of lntra-vascular contents would in all Ilkllhood result In an electrolyte

concentration increase. Data showing that such an Increase (electrolyte) did not occur

is still further evidence that the plasma volume did not fall.

The reduction In urea values seen prior to the race Is likely to be a direct result of

carbohydrate loading, which reduces protein catabolism 47. The significant Increases

in levels of plasma urea and creatinine seen during the race are consistent with the

findings of Decombaz et al 13 who studied biochemical changes in a 100km run. In

keeping with their explanation, It Is fair to ase: ime that these changes are "compatible

with a stimulation of gluconeogenesis at the expense of the amino acid pool without

induction of muscle protein catabolism 1:1."

Finally one can assess the U:C ratio to gauge if the plasma volume 'dld Indeed

Increase. As perfusion of the kidneys can be assessed from the U:C ratio, It Is possible

to evaluate if changes in kidney perfusion occurred. The significant increase of the U:C

ratio before the race and then not during the race offers further explanation that during

the race plasma Volume did not change in any substantial quantity. If plasma volume

losses had occurred, kidney perfusion would surely have decreased.



After careful planning it is felt that the measurement of these variables was

exceptionally accurate and reliable. In addition, the method used to assess if the

altered variables indicated a change in plasma volume was also considered to be

accurate and valid. Using the method of Dill and Costlll it can therefore be concluded

that the direct measurement of plasma volume provided evidence that plasma volume

failed to change,

A second indication of a change in intravascular volume could be a fluctuation in body

mass, In this study there was a significant Increase in pre-race body mass and BMI

which could indicate a plasma volume increase. However a more likely explanation is

that the athletes were hyperhydrated prior to the beginning of the race, because plasma

volume was the same eight days before the race was run, The post-race reduction of

mass and BMI could have been related to changes in plasma volume and dehydration.

However in this case, it is more likely that the substantial reduction of body mass was

a result of extravascular fluid losses, which were lost as a consequence of sweat."

These findings appear to support other evidence that plasma and blood volumes failed

to change,

The third method to evaluate if the plasma volume had reduced, was to assess

changes in biochemical variables. If plasma volume was to have dropped,

concentrations of biochemical variables would surely increase, Once again one finds

very little evidence which would indicate intra-vascular dehydration or explain the

significant drop ill blood pressure experienced after the race. Prior to the race sodium

and chloride increased signlfic.antly by 2,1% and 4.8% respectively. Although this pre-



CHAPTER THREE: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.

1. Discussion.

This study set out to establish if there was a correlation between blood volume

variations and a change in blood pressure during an ultra-marathon, It was hoped that

the results would add to the debate about whether a change In blood volume or post-

exercise venous pooling, plays a greater role in decrease of blood pressure post-

exercise and ultimately in exerolse-assooiated collapse, The data in this study stro!lgly

suggests that it is the latter, as a significant reduction in blood pressure is found In

conjunction with no change in blood and plasma volume following an ultra-endurance

running event. This appears to suggest that venous pooling, and not a change In

intravascular volume, is largely responsible for the post-endurance fall in 8P and

ultlmntc"llyfor exercise ..associated collapse,

Evidence to supp..... Im!\ above conclusion depends on showing that blood and plasma

volume did not change Whilst blood pressure declined sigr1' ....:Intly, In this discussion

proof that plasma volume did not change will be provided by the evaluation of

measurement techniques, body mass changes and alterations in biochemical

variables, In addition justification will be provided for the SUbstantial and significant fall

In l~lood pressure.

Firstly actual measurements and calculations were used to assess if plasma volume

did indeed alter. These calculations were based on measurements of both Hot and Hb.



TABLE 8: ONE ·SAMPLE NON·PARAMETRIC TESTS

I I P VALUE I SIGNI~ICANT I
APV Pre .. race 0,563 No

APV During race 0.5781 No

ABV Pre - race 0.469 No

ABV During race 0.3125 No

-
TABLE 9: CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

VARIABLES PEARSON'S P SIGNIFICANT
R

VA_LUE VALUE ?

A SBP and APV 0,566 0,144 No

A DBP and APV -0.10 0,982 No

A PP and APV 0,528 0,178 No

A MAP and APV 0,244 0,560 No



I TABLE 6: BLOOD PRESSURE CHANGES l'IVAR~8LE 6·DAYPRE:· SIGNIf'ICANT l·HR PRE:· SIGNIFICANT 6·DAYPRE· SIGNIFICANT
RACEVS RACE VS RACE VS
1·HR PRE· ? POST·RACE ? POST·RACE ?

RACE

SSP 12 Yes ·25 Yes ·13 Yes (p",O.05)
(mmHg)

DBP 1 No ·13 Yes ·12 Yes (p« 0.05)(mmHg)

PP 10 No ·12 No ·2 No
(mmHg)

MAP 4 No ·15 Yes -11 Yes (p.-.0.01)
(mmHg) ---

I TAI3LE 7: PERCENT CHANGE IN PLASMA AND BLOOD VOLUME I
r'

BEFORE RACE DURING RACE

SUBJ:::;CT BLOOD PLASMA VOLUME BLOOD PLASMA VOLUME
VOLUME VOLUME

., -0.6 0 -9.4 -12.6
I-

2 0.7 0 -5.8 -7.5-3 -2.3 ·1,2 0.6 1,5

4 0 0.2 -4,3 -8,1

5 9,8 10.4 -0,6 1.1
6 ·0,7 ·0.5 3.4 8.7

7 -1.3 -2.3 -0.7 ·1,2-
8 -1.3 -1.2 0.7 0

MI:AN 0,5 0.7 -2 1 -2.3

SO 3.9 4.0 3.9 6.8 ,
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I TA8LE 5: CHANGES

Vartable Change btl change btl Friedman P Value Slgnlficsnce 8·Pay Pre- 1Hr pre-
8 days pre- 1·hr pre- race race
race and 1· race and Statlstlo vs vs
hr pre-race. Post-race 1Hr Pre. Post-race

race

MASS 1.8 -3,2 40,399 «0,0001 Significant Yes Yes
(kg) ,

BMI 0,6 -1 53,284 -<0,0001 Significant Yes Yes
(kg.m-2)

Hb -0.2 0.4 0,850 0.448 Not No No
(g/dl)

Hct -0,002 0.003 0,364 0.701 Not No No
%

MCV -1,2 ·0,9 0.928 0.418 Not No No
(femtolftres)

R8C 0.07 0,08 1.482 0.261 Not No No
(x1Q12/1)

MCHO 0.4 ·0.4 5,127 0,021 Significant No No
%

MCH -0,7 0,2 0,773 O.4BO Not No No
(plcograms)

SODIUM 2,9 0,4 5.884 0,014 Significant Yes No
(mmol/I)

POTASSIUM -0,1 0.5 3.076 0.Q78 Not No No
(mmC)J/l)

CHLORIDE 4.5 ·2,1 9,9'12 0,002 Significant Yes No
(mmolll)

UREA -2,9 1,74 36.367 -<0,001 significant Yes Yes
(mmol/I)

UIC -26,2 7,2 35,735 -:0.001 Significant Yes No

CREATININE ·5,6 23,1 12.545 0,001 Significant No Yes
(umol/I)

PROTEIN ·1.2 3.4 3,175 0,073 Not No No
(gil)

OSMOLALITY -2 ·2 0,398 0.679 Not No No
(mmol/kg)

S8P 11,5 -24,9 2,845 0,046 Significant Yes Yes
(mmHg)

D8P 1.$ -12,5 6,524 0.010 Significant No Yes
(mmHg)

PP 10 ·12 3.416 0.062 Not No No
(mmHg)

MAP 3.4 ·-15,2 12.341 0.001 Significant No Yes
(mmHg)



I TABLE 4: POST-RACE VALUES I

I
VARIABLE

I
SUBJECTS

~

MEAN

I
SO

I1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7

MASS 88.2 77.7 79.8 66.4 74 74.1 84.3 69.7 76.8 7.3
(kg)

BMI 24.2 23.6 21.2 21.9 24.4 25.6 24.6 '"l'" 8 23.7 '1.4
(kg.m·2)

Hb 1'7 15.6 17 16.4 16.5 14.7 15.3 15.3 16.0 0.9
(g/dl)

Hot 48.0 44.1 47.3 48.2 44.9 40.5 44.1 43.6 45.1 2.6
%

MCV 89.1 87.5 87.4 82.1 90 85.3 86.9 88.8 87.1 2.5
(femtolltres)

RBO 5.38 5.04 5.41 5.87 4.98 4.75 5.09 4.91 5.18 0.36
(xi 012/1)

MCHC 35.4 35.4 35.9 34 36.7 36.3 34.7 35.1 35.4 0.9
%

MCH 31.5 30.9 31.4 27.9 33.1 30.9 30 31.2 30.9 1.5
(plooqrerns) --
SODIUM 146 142 142 143 143 135 143 144 142 3
(mmcl/l)

POTASSIUM 4 4.2 5.3 5.2 4.3 4:1 5.3 4.1 4.6 0.6
(mmolll) _ .. "-

CHLORIDe: 109 110 109 108 110 104 113 112 109 3
(mmolll)

UREA 4.9 6.4 5.2 6.1 4.5 4 4.8 6 5.2 0.9
(mmol/I)

UfC 40.5 49.2 47.7 45.2 33,3 35.1 41.4 54.1 43.3 7.1

CREATININE 121 130 109 135 135 114 116 111 121 11
(umcl/l)

PROTEIN 83 82 78 '!4 71 79 73 74 76 5
(gIl)

OSMOLALITY 299 290 290 293 288 272 290 295 290 8
(mmol/kg)

SBP 104 99 '100 83 130 105 111 '119 106 14
(mmHg) ----DBP 76 68 65 48 60 58 47 80 62 12 .
(mmHg)

pp 28 31 35 35 70 47 64 39 44 16
(mmHg)

MAP 64 78 76 59 83 73 68 92 77 10
(rnmHg)
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TABLE 3: i-HOUR PRE-RACE VALUES I

I
SUBJECTS 1MEAN I

SD

I
RIABLE

I I IL 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 5 I 6 7 8

MASS 92.3 80.5 84.2 71.1 76.4 75.5 87.8 72.4 80.0 7.6
(kg)

BMI 25.3 24.6 22.4 23.15 25.2 26.1 25.7 24.8 24.7 1.2
(kg.m·2)

Hb 15.4 14.7 17.1 15.7 16.4 15.2 15.2 15.4 15.6 0.8
(g/dl)

Hot 44.1 43.0 47.8 46.0 45.6 43.4 43.8 43.2 44.6 1.7
%

MCV 139.1 89.4 87.7 82.9 91.2 87 86.6 90.4 68.0 2.7
(femtolitres)

RB9 4.95 4.81 5.44 5.55 5.02 4.99 5.06 4.78 5.06 0.26
(x1Q1 II)

MCHC 34.9 34.2 35.8 34.1 35.8 35 34.7 35.6 35.0 0.7
%

MCH 31.1 30.6 30 2B.3 32.7 30.5 30 32.2 30.7 1.4
(plcegrams) .
SODIUM 141 142 143 140 144 140 143 142 142 1
(mmel/I)

POTASSIUM 3.9 3.8 4.1 4.4 .1.'''1 4.4 4.2 4.6 4.1 0.3,J,

(mmolll)

CHLORIDE 109 112 113 110 113 111 113 111 112 2
(mmel/l)

UREA 3 ; 3.7 3.6 3.3 2.9 3.:':' 3.7 4.8 3.5 0.6
(mmQI/I)

UfO 33.7 41.1 37.5 34.7 26.6 31.4 38.9 44.9 36.1 5.8
,

CREATININE 89 90 96 96 1119 102 96 107 97.9 7.4
(umelll) -,

PROTEIN 72 73 76 73 70 79 71 75 74 3
(gil)

OSMOLALITY 285 291 291 286 288 291 289 294 290 3
('Tlmellkg)

SBP 147 133 115 116 '1-41 130 137 131 131 11
(mmHg)

DBP 80 79 85 65 74 64 83 72 75 8
(mmHg)

PP 67 64 30 51 67 66 54 59 56 12
(mmHg)

MAP 101 96 94 81 B6 65 100 91 92 7
(mmHg)
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I TABLE 2: 8 DAY PRE-RACE VALUES =:J
VARIABLE SUBJECTS MEAN SD

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

MASS 89,6 79,3 82 66,8 74,6 73.7 85.1 72.4 78,2 7.1
(kg)

BMI 24.6 24,2 21.8 22,7 24,6 25,5 24,9 24.8 24,1 1,2
(kg.rn·2 )

Hb 15.3 14.8 16.7 15,7 18 15.1 15 15.2 15.7 1.1
(g/dl)

Het 44,4 42,6 48,4 46,1 46,1 4::1,5 43,2 43,2 44,7 2.0
%

MeV 89.1 87.5 101.3 79.8 92.4 86 86.1 91.1 89.2 6.2
(ferntolltres)

RBO 4.98 4.87 4.78 5.78 4.99 5.06 5.02 4.74 5.03 0.33
(x101211)

MCHC 34.3 34.8 34,8 33,9 34,6 34,'7 34,7 35,1 34,7 0.4
%

MCH 30,7 30.4 34.9 27,2 36,1 29,8 29.9 32,1 31.4 2.9
(plcograrns)

SODIUM 141 138 140 140 139 138 141 136 139 2
(rnmol/l) -

POTASSIUM 4.3 3,9 4,2 4.3 4,0 4,5 4,2 4,2 4.2 0.2
(rnrnolll)

CHLORIDE 108 108 105 109 107 106 11(J 104 107 2
(rnmcl/l)

UREA 5.2 7.0 5,8 5.2 7.2 6.6 6.2 8,2 6.4 1,0
(mmolll)

utc 51.6 79.6 62.7 52 69.9 60.5 64.6 67.8 62,3 10.0

CREATININE 101 88 110 100 103 109 96 121 103.5 10.0
(umol/l)

PROTEIN 74 71 85 79 68 77 70 76 75 6
(g/l)

OSMOLALITY 290 297 290 292 285 294 291 294 292 4
(mrnollkg)

SBP 123 116 116 122 123 114 123 121 119 4
(mmHg)

.•."
DBP 7.2 77 77 71 71 60 77 87 74 a

(mmHg)

PP 51 39 39 61 52 64 46 34 46 7
(rnmHg)

MAP I 88 89 89 87 88 78 91 97 86 5
(mrnHg)
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The data presented in this study therefore supports the conclusion that blood pressure

decreases occur despite no change in plasma volume. Accordingly an unexplained

post-exercise decrease in blood pressure is a result of mean arterial hypotension.

Consequently it could be argued that EAC is a result of this drop in blood pressure,

and that EAC should rather be defined as a sudden decrease in mean arterial blood

pressure on the cessation of prolongedexercise in the upright position, associated with

syncopal symptoms.

2. Conclusion,

In my study all the athletes had a decrease in blood pressure, accompanied by no

change in blood and plasma volume and no correlation between plasma volume and

blood pressure. The changes in blood pressure therefore cannot be explained by the

insignificant changes seen in intravascular volume.

This data strongly supports the idea that the majority of athletes who collapse at the

end of ultra-endurance races, do so not as a consequence of dehydration and/or a

decrease in plasma volume, but rather as a result of venous pooling in the pelvis and

legs at the cessation of exercise.The pooling results in a decreased systolic, diastolic

and mean arterial blood pressure. This drop In ~N'.t', in turn leads to a decreased

cerebral blood flow, lightheadedness and an inability to stand upright. Heat-induced

dehydration or chang~'sin plasma volumewill, however, exacerbate the ':ardiovascular

component of EAC, but are in all likelihood not the primary cause of EAC, as has been

previously argued.
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In an attempt to further explain BP changes one must look at possible tluctuatlons in

the intravascular volume. The post-race reduction in blood pressure WfJS expected

and has been explained in the past by arguing that this is a result of heat-induced

dehydration33,66. But if one looks at the data presented in thin study, it can be seen that

insignificant plasma and blood volume changes (t:.SV: -2.1%, t:.PV: -2.3 %) fail to

explain. the decreased blood pressures experienced by '.ne subjects. As discussed

earlier (page number 16) changes in intravascular contents of between 1% and 2%

cannot alone be responsible for changes in SSP of between 10.8% and 19% 7,25,42.

After having evaluated the changes in blood pressure and lack of variation in

intravascular volume it remains to be finally assessed if the drop of blood f..' "'lSLlre is

in falY way related to a deviation in plasma volume. As all the above calculations and

conclusions relate to average changes, it remains to be tested if individuals exhibited

any relation between changes In plasma volume and changes in blood pressure. In

order to achieve this aim, the plasma volume and blood pressure changes were

correlated with one another to assess if their was any relationship between the two

variables. Consequently the eight-day to post-race diff9rences in SP were correlated

with changes in plasma volume,These calculationsyielded no significant associations.

(Table 9)

These results are similar to those of Holtzhauzenet al as (even though her intravascular

dehydration results appear to be incorrectly inflated) in that she also failed to find a

significant correlation (r - 0.06; p» 0.1) between plasma volume losses and a

reduction in post-race systolic blood pressure,
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